Abstract. A novelty detection approach to condition monitoring of aerospace gas-turbine engines is presented, providing a consistent framework for on-and off-line analysis, each with differing typical implementation constraints. On-line techniques are introduced for observing abnormality in engine behaviour during aircraft flights, and are shown to provide early warning of engine events in real-time. Off-line techniques within the same analysis framework are shown to allow the tracking of single engines and fleets of engines from ground-based monitoring stations on a flight-by-flight basis. Results are validated by comparison to conventional techniques, in application to aerospace engines and other industrial high-integrity systems.
Introduction
Early warning of potential failure is of vital importance in the operation of most high-integrity systems. Intelligent techniques for condition monitoring of such systems are required in order to provide early warning by identifying pre-cursors to system faults. This approach is being adopted by modern gas-turbine manufacturers, which allows preventative maintenance to be taken to avoid hazard and critical failure. This paper introduces a novel framework for the application of statistical pattern recognition and machine learning techniques in providing early warning of critical failure in aerospace gas-turbine engines.
Due to the complexity of typical high-integrity systems, the number of possible modes of failure is very large, the effects of which on system state are not precisely defined. Examples of abnormal behaviour in high-integrity systems are few in comparison to the quantity of examples of normal behaviour, due to the rarity of system failure. Thus, in order to facilitate early warning of this large set of ill-defined possible failures, a novelty detection approach is taken: high-dimensional models of normal system behaviour are constructed from "normal" data, with significant departures from the model classified as "abnormal" events. The degree of abnormality observed can provide an estimate of the confidence with which decisions are made, and can quantify the severity of the event.
A brief introduction to the application domain is provided in Section 2, to support the definition of fundamental data structures used by this framework. Off-line (ground-based) analysis of engine vibration data using these data structures is presented in Section 3. Extension of this framework for on-line analysis is presented in Section 4, followed by concluding observations.
For reasons of commercial sensitivity, data and system descriptions have been anonymised where necessary by not divulging absolute values of operational parameters.
Domain-Specific Data Description
Fundamentals of Jet Engine Operation. Aerospace gas-turbine engines typically consist of a compressor section at the front of the casing that draws in air, pressurises it by up to forty times atmospheric pressure, and then delivers it to a combustion chamber at the rear. Fuel and compressed air are mixed and ignited within the combustion chamber, before being expelled from the rear of the engine, where the rapidly-expanding heated gas provides motive force. Rear-mounted turbines extract energy from these exhaust gases to drive the compressor section, to which they are connected via a shaft.
Modern aerospace gas-turbine engines divide the task of air compression from atmospheric pressure to that ultimately required within the combustion chamber into several stages. Many gas-turbine engines within the civil aerospace market involve three consecutive compression stages: the low pressure (LP), intermediate pressure (IP), and high pressure (HP) stages [1] . Air passes through each stage as it travels from the front of the engine to the rear, being further compressed by each, until it reaches the combustion chamber.
Each of the compressor stages is driven by its own turbine assembly, resulting in three corresponding turbine units situated within the exhaust stream at the rear of the engine. Each compressor is linked to its corresponding turbine by a separate shaft, which are mounted concentrically. In three-compressor engines, these are named the LP shaft, the IP shaft, and the HP shaft. The operating point of the engine is often defined in terms of the rotational speed of these shafts [2] .
Tracked Orders. Transducers are mounted on various points of the engine assembly for the measurement of engine vibration. Vibration data used for investigations described in this paper were acquired using a system [3] that computes spectral representation of engine vibration via high-resolution FFTs at rate 5 Hz, for each sensor output. Engine vibration is assumed to be pseudo-stationary over this measurement period such that the generated FFTs may be assumed to be close approximations of actual engine vibration power spectra.
A tracked order is defined to be the amplitude of engine vibration measured within a narrow frequency band centred on the fundamental or a harmonic of the rotational frequency of a shaft [4] . During normal engine operation, most vibration energy is present within tracked orders centred on the fundamental frequency of each rotating shaft; we define these to be fundamental tracked orders. Using the terms LP, IP, and HP to refer to engine shafts, we define fundamental tracked orders associated with those shafts to be 1LP, 1IP, and 1HP, respectively. Vibration Signatures. We define a vibration signature to be the vibration amplitude and phase of a tracked order measured over a range of speeds of the corresponding shaft. For example, a signature may be constructed from vibration data associated with the 1HP tracked order measured as a function of the speed of the HP shaft. Amplitude and phase of tracked order vibration are measured across the speed range [0 100]% maximum speed of the corresponding shaft, . This speed range is subdivided into B equal bins, defining B sub-ranges of the operating point (shaft speed).
Within each bin b = 1 … B, vibration amplitude or phase values observed within that sub-range of the operating point are collected. Thus, we form B distributions of vibration data, p(y | b), for each bin b. We note that typical phase variance is such that we should expect improved performance by considering phase values separately from amplitude [2] . Within each bin b, we may define novelty thresholds y min , y max such that a value y is considered "abnormal" if (y ≥ y max ) or (y ≤ y min ).
These vibration signatures are used for novelty detection in off-and on-line analysis, as described in Sections 3 and 4. The setting of novelty thresholds will be discussed within these two contexts.
Off-Line Novelty Detection
Ground-Based Monitoring. Gas-turbine engine manufacturers are increasingly offering a "service-based" approach to marketing their products [5] , in which their customers are guaranteed certain availability of the engine after purchase. Techniques are required for ground-based analysis of data recorded during flights of engines, to provide indication of potential engine failure over the service life of a fleet of engines. Such techniques must be able to provide accurate indication of engine health in the presence of limited data: bandwidth limitations on post-flight transmission of
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Damage Assessment of Structures VII recorded flight data are such that full sets of spectral data are unavailable for off-line analysis of a fleet of engines. Thus, full flight data must be summarised in such a manner that accurate novelty detection may still be performed. Previous analyses of aircraft engine test data [6, 7] have shown that signatures of fundamental tracked order vibration can characterise normal operation of an engine. Vibration signatures can be formed during on-line acquisition of vibration data, as described in Section 2, and then quantised to reduce size such that they may be transmitted to ground-based stations. Typically, we may summarise data recorded over a whole flight by storing sufficient statistics for each bin b.
Here
Visualising High-Dimensional Signatures. The set of 10-dimensional signatures formed for each flight may be visualised using dimensionality-reduction techniques, typically projecting into 2 dimensions for human inspection. NeuroScale visualisation [8] implements Sammon's Mapping [9] utilising a radial basis function neural network to parameterise the projection from high-dimensional data space to (2-dimensional) latent space. Details of training this network for projecting signatures is described in detail elsewhere [10] . Fig. 1 shows a 2-dimensional projection of 10-dimensional signatures formed from 29 runs of an example modern civil engine during its development programme. Each signature is shown as a single point after projection via NeuroScale, allowing the evolution of engine performance to be tracked run-by-run. Note that, after dimensionality reduction, graph axes are unitless.
It can be seen from the figure that the projections of signatures corresponding to the final 3 runs of the engine (labelled "27", "28", and "29") are significantly separate from those of the previous runs (labelled "1" to "26"). A critical engine event was detected using conventional vibration magnitude-based techniques [2] during the final run, which resulted in engine shutdown. The figure shows that vibration signatures capture the change in engine vibration characteristics due to the engine event two runs earlier, during run 27. While the visualisation shows early warning of events in the relative positions of projected signatures, a classification scheme (using a model of normality) is required in order to automatically detect these deviations from normality.
High-Dimensional Models of Normality. Models of normality may be formed directly in the high-dimensional data space of the signatures (here, 10-dimensional). k kernels are placed in data space using the batch k-means algorithm [11] , where k is determined empirically (typically k = 3…5 for vibration signatures), trained using the first 10 signatures, which we assume to be normal. This assumption of normality is justified due to the small distance between those signatures in data space; the training set may be adjusted if it is found to be significantly variable. Novelty thresholds are constructed based on Euclidean distance around the k kernels, effectively describing a 10-dimensional hypervolume, constructed of k hyperspheres centred at the kernels. Signatures that fall outside of this volume are classified "abnormal" with respect to the model. In Fig. 2 , signatures corresponding to the final 3 runs of the engine are classified "abnormal", providing an automatic method of detecting data sufficiently separate from the main cluster of "normal" signatures. Note that distance is computed in 10-dimensional data space, rather than 2-dimensional latent space, in order to perform classification 
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in the presence of maximum information: significant structure in the data can be discarded by projection, which is intended as a guide for human visualisation only.
Ground-Based Fleet Analysis. Vibration signatures formed from multiple engines may be projected using a "fleet-wide" NeuroScale network, trained using signatures from many engines. An example is shown in Fig. 2 , in which signatures formed from 5 engines are plotted. Again, each point corresponds to a single engine run, with each engine plotted using a different symbol. The figure shows that an engine with a consistently and significantly different vibration characteristic (plotted with "*") is clearly separated from projections of signatures from the other engines. Also, an engine event occurring simultaneously on two engines is shown in the figure by the excursion of the projected signatures using "+" and "." towards the lower part of the plot, significantly removed from their "normal" areas of operation in the mid-and upper-area of the plot.
Analysis of the trajectories of each of the engines over time allows ground-based tracking of the performance of a population of engines. Such techniques may be used in real-time for condition monitoring of a fleet of engines, or used retrospectively to aid diagnosis of engine events. As shown previously with the example single engine, models may be formed in high-dimensional space to allow automatic identification of "abnormal" signatures. Such models of normality may be engine-specific (as in the previous example), or generic to a class of engines [12] .
Trending of Derived Features Over Time. Previous visualisation methods have illustrated the process of mapping high-dimensional signatures into visualisation space. An alternative approach is to derive lower-dimensional features from signatures, the goal of which is to retain sufficient information to allow discrimination between normal and abnormal operation. For example, a "timeline" history of engine condition may be constructed by deriving single-dimensional features from vibration signatures, for ease of communication to users in the context of conventional trend-based analysis systems. Fig. 3 . shows an example timeline for six months operation of a modern civil engine during its developmental flight tests. As before, each flight results in a single summarising signature. We define an example 1-dimensional feature for signatures s t over time interval t = [t 0 t end ] to be:
where B' is the number of bins in signature s t for which µ b ≠ 0. Fig. 3 shows values of feature A(s t ) for each flight signature throughout the six months of operation. A moving average of the last 3 feature values is shown in black. An engine event was observed during the final flight. Fig. 3 shows that the example feature retains sufficient information to provide indication of abnormality up to 4 flights before the engine event, clearly shown as a step-change in feature value. 
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On-Line Novelty Detection
On-line novelty detection systems may be implemented in aircraft-mounted engine health monitoring (EHM) systems [5] , where analysis may take place using full spectral data (rather than using summary data structures in off-line monitoring, as described in Section 3). However, in order to perform novelty detection in real-time, the computational complexity of implemented algorithms must be constrained appropriately. Vibration signatures may be accumulated in real-time during a flight, as described previously. Rather than using µ b to summarise vibration observed within each bin b, the full distribution of observed values may be modelled to provide an explicit estimate of p(y | b) for each bin b. Fig. 4 shows a histogram of observed vibration 1LP amplitudes for an example bin within a flight signature. Here, the data density has been modelled with a Gaussian Mixture Model [8] , shown by a dotted line, with novelty thresholds, shown by dashed lines, set according to the minimum acceptable data likelihood. For example, we might accept all data y as being "normal" for which p(y | b) ≥ 10 -9 , allowing us to relate novelty thresholds to expected sensor noise ratings. Fig. 5 shows an example of this on-line novelty detection method for the event corresponding to the final flight seen previously in Fig. 3 . The event occurs at t = 2.5 hours, for which this method provides indication of abnormality at t = 0.5 hours, over 2 hours in advance of the event time. Conventional techniques identified only the event itself, at t = 2.5 hours. This method has been shown to provide robust estimation of abnormality, with a low false-positive rate of activation for vibration data from "normal" flights. In contrast to run-by-run analysis provided by off-line monitoring, the on-line context provides a sample-by-sample assessment of abnormality.
Conclusions
Off-line and on-line analysis of jet engine vibration data have been introduced, with examples shown of the use of novelty detection to provide early warning of engine events. Off-line analysis is typically constrained by the need to perform novelty detection on summary data structures. We have shown that such novelty detection is possible after summarising vibration data from an entire flight by a series of flight signatures, and maybe be used for providing run-by-run characterisation of changes in engine condition. On-line analysis is typically constrained by the need to perform novelty detection in a computationally lightweight fashion, to support real-time assessment of engine condition, coupled with a requirement for low false-positive rates of activation. We have illustrated that early warning of engine events may take place on a sample-by-sample basis using "on wing" engine monitoring systems, within this analysis framework.
Development of this framework of techniques has resulted in intelligent monitoring systems used by a major manufacturer for the protection of modern civilian and military gas-turbine engines, both during current development programmes and during engine service lives. The general applicability of the results of this work is emphasised by their successful use in providing early warning of critical failure in three other (non-aerospace) high-integrity systems, which are not discussed here due for reasons of commercial sensitivity.
